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This work discusses vision-based tracking of a ground vehicle moving with unknown time-varying velocity. The
follower unmanned aerial vehicle is equipped with a single camera. The control objective is to regulate the two-
dimensional horizontal range between the unmanned aerial vehicle and the target to a constant. The contribution of
this paper has two distinct features. The developed guidance law uses the estimates of the target’s velocity obtained
from a fast-estimation scheme. It is shown that the fast-estimation scheme has guaranteed performance bounds and
the tracking performance bound can be explicitly derived as a function of the estimation error. The performance
bounds imply that the signals of the closed-loop adaptive system remain close to the corresponding signals of a
bounded closed-loop reference system, both in transient and steady-state responses. The reference system is
introduced solely for the purpose of analysis. This paper also analyzes the stability and the performance degradation
of the closed-loop adaptive system in the presence of out-of-frame events, when continuous extraction of the target’s
information is not feasible due to failures in the image-processing module. The feedback loop is then closed using the
frozen estimates. The out-of-frame events are modeled as brief instabilities. A sufficient condition for the switching
signal is derived that guarantees graceful degradation of performance during target loss. The results build upon the
earlier-developed fast-estimation scheme of the target’s velocity, the inverse-kinematics-based guidance law, and
insights from switching systems theory.
I. Introduction
R EFERENCES [1–8] have reported theoretical and experimentalresults on a vision-based tracking and motion estimation
system for a small unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) tasked to follow a
ground target using a single camera. In the system, the UAV flies
autonomously along a predefined search pattern, while a gimbal
operator on the ground may select a target of interest using a joystick
that steers the onboard gimballed camera. Real-timevideo alongwith
the UAV-gimbal telemetry are transmitted to the ground station
wirelessly. Once the target is selected, the UAV and the camera
automatically track the target. The system also performs real-time
estimation of the target’s unknown velocity using UAV-gimbal
telemetry data and the extracted target position on the image plane.
For more information on the flight system, please refer to [2,3,7] and
the references therein.
Figure 1 shows the graphical illustration of the vision-based target-
tracking scenario, where fBg, fCg, and fIg represent the body-fixed,
camera, and inertial coordinate systems. Let t denote the 2-D
horizontal range between the UAV and the target. The control
objective is to regulate t to d, where d is a given desired 2-D
horizontal range between theUAVand the target. For simplicity, d is
assumed to be constant. For this system, the available measurements
are listed below:
1) Visual measurements ut and vt of the target’s center are
extracted by an image-processing algorithm.
2) Relative altitude ht between the UAV and the target is
obtained by georeferencing the image captured by the onboard
camera with a given database.
3) UAV information is obtained from onboard sensors, such as the
UAV’s velocity and orientation.
Although many of the existing large UAV systems are capable of
performing complex missions involving target geolocation and
tracking, their cost is prohibitively high and, as a result, their
operational availability is limited. Moreover, traditional operational
concept in the task of vision-only target tracking andUAVnavigation
necessarily involves at least two operators to perform the target
tracking and to establish coordinated UAVmotion around the target.
This task becomes practically impossible to accomplish in the
presence of the intermittent target loss, due to a variety of conditions,
including rapid change of lighting and communication interference.
The initial development in [1] was specifically pointed to the
difficulty of the operators’ coordination in performing those tasks
and provided an initial framework that essentially eliminated the
need for a UAV pilot to leave the operator of the camera to fly the
entire system. The developed system in [1] was limited by the
assumption of a target moving with unknown constant velocity. In
this paper, the target’s velocity is relaxed to be time-varying.
Estimates of the target’s time-varying velocity is obtained through a
fast-estimation scheme. An inverse-kinematic-based controller is
designed to regulate t to d, using the velocity estimates. How the
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estimation performance bound affects the tracking performance is
also analyzed.
In vision-based applications, continuous extraction of the target’s
information is often unavailable, due to environmental factors,
limited field of view of the camera, or failure in the image-processing
module. These phenomena are commonly referred to as out-of-frame
events [5]. The out-of-frame event cannot be avoided, due to the
complexity of a real application scenario. Stability and performance
degradation of the system in the presence of target loss, or out-of-
frame events, is addressed in this paper. The idea is to use the latest
available estimate for the unknown parameters during the target loss.
The effects of the out-of-frame events on the estimation and, further,
on the target tracking are analyzed and presented. A sufficient
condition on the duration of the out-of-frame event is derived that
guarantees stability and desired performance. The closed-loop
system is viewed as a switching system that switches between one
subsystem with continuous visual measurements and the other
subsystem with frozen estimates. The analysis is motivated by [5]
and is cast into the framework of switching systems theory [9].
The contribution of the paper is twofold. First, it presents a
guidance law that uses the estimate of the target’s time-varying
velocity, obtained from a fast-estimation scheme. Next, it analyzes
the performance of the closed-loop system in the presence of out-of-
frame events. A sufficient condition for stability is derived, which
relates the dwell time to the design parameters of the feedback law
and can be used for improvement of the image-processing algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the vision-
based ground target-tracking problem. Essentials of motion estima-
tion of the target’s unknown time-varying velocity are reviewed in
Sec. III. Section IV presents the inverse-kinematics-based guidance
law and shows that the resulting closed-loop adaptive system bears a
close resemblance to a reference system, upon proper selection of the
controller gains, both in transient and steady-state responses. In
Sec. V, the out-of-frame events are addressed. A sufficient condition
on the out-of-frame switching signal is identified to ensure stability
and tracking performance. Simulation results are given in Sec. VI.
Finally, Sec. VII concludes the paper.
II. Problem Formulation
Let pt  pxt; pyt; pzt> be the position of the target with
respect to the UAVin the inertial frame, letpc be the relative position
of the target and the UAV in the camera’s coordinate frame, and let
ht denote the relative altitude of the UAV above the target. Let
Vuavt be the UAV’s velocity and let Vgt be the projection of
VUAVt onto the horizontal plane. Denoting the UAV flight-path
angle by t, one has Vgt  VUAVt cos t. Let Vtt and  tt
be the amplitude and the orientation of the target’s velocity !t 
!1t; !2t> in the horizontal plane, and let Vht be the rate of
change of target elevation. Let t denote the angle between the
UAV’s velocity vector and the vector perpendicular to the line-of-
sight vector, as shown in Fig. 1. The kinematic equations for a UAV
tracking a target can be written as [2–5,7]:
_t  Vgt sin t  Vtt sin tt   t  t
 1!t sint  2!t; 0  0 (1a)
_t  
Vgt cos t  Vtt cos tt   t  t
t

























st  Vgt  Vtt cos tt   t











The assumptions can be summarized as follows:
1) Vgt> Vtt.
2)Vgt and t denote theUAV’s velocity and yawangle that are
available from the onboard sensors.
3) _ t denotes the UAV’s yaw rate and is the control input to be
designed.
4) Vtt and  tt denote the target’s time-varying velocity and
heading angle, which are unknown and time-varying and will be
estimated. These two quantities cannot be continuously measured
during the out-of-frame events.
5) Note that t and t can be computed from the visual
measurements ut and vt via algebraic relationships. Recall that
ut and vt denote the coordinates of the target’s center, extracted
by the image-processing module. Specifically, t can be computed







































































































been assumed to be 1 without loss of generality. From Fig. 1b, it can
be noted that the signal t is also related to the visual measure-
ments. Thus, the signals t and t cannot be continuously
measured during the out-of-frame events.
























where ICR denotes the coordinate transformation from the camera
frame to the inertial frame, and ’t and t represent the UAV’s
(known) roll and pitch Euler angles for the rotation matrix ICR.
The control objective is to regulate t to d, where d is a given
desired 2-D horizontal range between the UAV and the target. For
simplicity, d is a constant. Note that the relative altitude ht is not
regulated in this paper. The UAV altitude can be straightforwardly
controlled by the onboard autopilot.
The proposed guidance law uses a terrain database and an off-the-
shelf image-processing algorithm for estimation of the target’s time-
varying velocity. Uncertainties in these measurements will affect the
estimation performance. To facilitate the design and the analysis, it is
assumed that both the target geolocation and the image feature
extraction exhibit bounded errors. Further, the UAV’s velocity Vgt
and yaw angle  t are assumed to be precisely known.
III. Target Motion Estimation
Vision-based sensors are used for being low-cost, lightweight, and
passive, but require a robust estimation scheme. The extended
Kalman filter (EKF) has been used widely for this purpose [10–15].
Application of the EKF requires linearization about the desired
trajectory and is very sensitive to initial errors [16–18]. Improve-
ments of EKF performance with application to obstacle avoidance
have been reported in [16,17,19] by using unscented Kalman filters
and sigma-point Kalman filters. However, boundedness of the
estimation error cannot be guaranteed from application of the EKFor
its variations. Our designed controller uses estimates of the target’s
velocity. For the purpose of completeness, some essential details of
target motion estimation are reviewed in this section.
Let xt  pxt; pyt>, where pxt and pyt denote the x and
y components of the relative position between the UAV and the
ground target in the inertial frame. Note that xt can be computed
from the UAV’s onboard sensors and visual measurements of the


















; !0  !0 (5)
Since the moving ground target is a mechanical system, subject to
Newton’s second law, its velocity and acceleration are bounded.
Therefore, there exist constants ! and d! such that
k!tk 	 ! <1; 8 t 
 0 k _!tk 	 d! <1; 8 t 
 0
(6)
The estimates of target’s velocity Vtt and heading angle  tt
(denoted by V̂tt and  ̂tt, respectively) can be obtained through
the following steps [7,20,21]:
1) The state predictor is





~xt  x̂t  xt; x̂0  x0 (7)
where Am is a known Hurwitz matrix.
2) The update law is
_̂!t  c Proj!̂t;P ~xt; !̂0  !̂0 (8)
where c 2 R determines the adaptation gain, chosen sufficiently
large to ensure fast convergence, andP is the solution of the algebraic
equation A>mP PAm Q for some choice of matrix Q> 0.
3) For the low-pass filter, let
!rs  Cs!s; !r0  !̂0 (9a)
!es  Cs!̂s; !e0  !̂0 (9b)
whereCs is a diagonal matrix, whose ith diagonal elementCis is
a strictly proper, stable, transfer function with low-pass gainCi0 
1 for i 1, 2, with s being the Laplace variable. Let
Cis 
c
s c ; i 1; 2; c > 0 (10)











The fast estimator ensures that!et estimates the unknown signal
!t with the final precision [20,21]:
lim
t!1
k!e  !kL1 	 k!e  !rkL1  k!r  !kL1
	 c
c
p  k1  CskL1k!kL1|{z}
c!
(12)
where k  kL1 denotes the L1-norm of a signal, k  kL1 denotes the






!m  42!  4!d!
maxP
minQ
Hs  sI  Am1 (13)
where I denotes an identity matrix of appropriate dimension.
Definitions of k  kL1 and k  kL1 are reviewed in Appendix A.
When the transients of Cs due to the initial condition
(!̂0  !0) die out, !et estimates !t with the final precision
given in inequality (12). It was shown in [22] (Proposition 11,
pages 103–104) that if the Hurwitz matrix Am in Eq. (7) is a diagonal
matrix of the form Am  diagam1 ; am2, where am1 and am2 are
negative constants, then for the choice of Cs in Eq. (10),
kCsH1skL1 




minfjam1 j; jam2 jg
(14)
It follows from Eqs. (12–14) that










which is independent of c in Eq. (10). Thus, selection of the
bandwidth ofCs and the adaptation gain c is independent of each






























































!rkL1 to be arbitrarily small. Note that increasing the adaptation gain
c requires faster computation and a smaller integration step.
Further, increasing the bandwidth of Cs ensures that !rt tracks
!t arbitrarily closely, both in transient and steady-state responses.
The transient of !t  !rt can be quantified as [21]
k!t  !rtk1 	 k!0  !̂0k1ect  c!; 8 t 
 0 (16)
IV. Guaranteed Transient and Steady-State
Performance of the Vision-Based Guidance Law
Consider Eqs. (1a) and (1b). The following guidance law was
designed in our early work to regulate t to d in the presence of
continuous visual measurements [7,8,23]:
8<
:









where ki > 0 (for i 1, 2) are the design gains. The signal !et
denotes the estimation of !t, obtained through Eqs. (7–11). The
signals V̂tt and  ̂tt are the estimated amplitude and heading angle
of the target’s velocity.
A. Closed-Loop Reference System
Consider the following closed-loop reference system, with its
control signal and system response being defined as8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
_rt  1!t sinrt  2!t; r0  0
_rt  
Vgt cos rtVtt cos tt trt
rt
 _ rt; r0  0
_ rt 
Vgt cos rtVrt cos rt trt
rt
 k2rt  d!rt; rt







where !rt is given in Eq. (9a) and
Vrt 

!2r1 t  !2r2t
q






Note that the reference system in Eq. (18) is not implementable,
since it uses the unknown signal !rt. This closed-loop reference
system is only used for the purpose of analysis and it does not affect
the implementation of the adaptive controller in Eq. (17). The
purpose of introducing this reference system is to characterize both
the transient and steady-state performance of the closed-loop
adaptive system, defined by application of the controller in Eq. (17)
to the system in Eq. (1). This is achieved by first characterizing the
transient and steady-state performance of the closed-loop reference
system in Eq. (18) (to be shown next) and then demonstrating that the
signals of the adaptive system can be designed to stay arbitrarily
close to the corresponding signals of this reference system, upon
proper selection of the controller gains within an appropriate domain
of attraction (to be shown in Sec. IV.D).
First consider boundedness of the signals that will be used in
establishing the stability of the closed-loop reference system in
Eq. (18). Let
ft  k1rt  d
1!rt
(20)






















It can be seen from Eqs. (2) and (18) that _rt is bounded. Bounded
!rt implies that 1!rt, 2!rt, _1!rt, and _2!rt are
also bounded. It follows from Eq. (21) that if jftj 	 1   for
 2 0; 1, there exist finite numbersMd1,Md2, andMdk1 such that
j _d!rt; rtj<Md1k1 Md2 ≜Mdk1 (22a)
In addition, when rt 
 b, where b is a positive constant, there
exists finite constantMr , such thatVttcos tt  trtVrtcos rt trtrt

<Mr (22b)
Further, note that !t, !rt, Vtt,  tt, Vrt and  rt are
bounded signals. It can be shown that the functions 1t and 2t
are Lipschitz-continuous. Therefore, there exist finite constants 1 ,
2 ,Mt,M1 ,M1r , and L1r, such that 8 t 
 0,




<2k!0 !̂0k1ect c! (22c)
where c! is given in Eq. (12).
The next theorem establishes the stability of the closed-loop
reference system in Eq. (18).
Theorem 1: If the controller gains k1, k2, and the low-pass filter in
the estimator are chosen to verify
k2 >
8Mr Mdk1M1r
L1r 1  
; k2 > k1 (23a)
k1  CskL1 <
L1r 1  
8MtM12  1 
(23b)
the initial conditions!r0, r0, r0 and the reference d comply
with

















jr0  d!r0; r0j<
k1
M1r
jr0  dj (24c)
































































 jr0  dj  B0|{z}
r1
 b (25)
The closed-loop reference system in Eq. (18) is uniformly ultimately
bounded. Moreover,
jrt  dj< r1t<
L1r
k1
1   (26a)
jrt  d!rt; rtj< r2t (26b)
with
r1t  jr0  djek1t 
M1r jr0  d!r0; r0j
k1  k2

















Proof: It is straightforward to check that conditions (23) and (24a)
ensure that the right-hand side of inequality (24b) is greater than
L1r 1  =2k1 (Appendix C). As a result, inequalities (24b) and
(24c) can be valid. It is shown in Appendix D that inequalities (23a)
and (24c) lead to
r1t 	 r1 (28)





1   (29)
Thus, to prove inequality (26a), it remains to show
jrt  dj< r1 t (30)
First, contradiction is used to show thatk1rt  d1!rt|{z}
ft
<1   (31)
along the system trajectories in Eq. (18) subject to conditions (24).
Considering jf0j, it follows from Eq. (24b) and the definition of
L1r in Eq. (22c) that
jf0j 
k1r0  d1!r0




1  < 1   (32)
If inequality (31) is not true for all t 
 0, since ft is continuous and
jf0j< 1  , there exists 	u such that
jftj 	 1  ; t 2 0; 	u (33a)
jf	uj  1   (33b)
It then follows from Eqs. (21) and (33a) that _d!rt; rt is
bounded over 0; 	u. Thus,Mdk1 in Eq. (22a) exists.
If jrt  dj< r1t is not true, since
jr0  dj< r1t (34)
and rt is continuous, there exists 	 such that
jrt  dj 	 r1t; t 2 0; 	 (35a)
jr	  dj  r1	 (35b)
Before continuing with the proof, let us clarify the relationship




 1  ) jr	u  dj
 j1!r	uj
k1




1  > r1t
Therefore, 	 < 	u.
It follows from Eq. (35a) that
d  r1t 	 rt 	 d  r1t; 8 t 2 0; 	
Then choosing d according to Eq. (25) leads to
rt 
 b (36)
Thus, Mr in Eq. (22b) exists. Note that such selection of d is
feasible, as shown in Appendix E.
Considering _rt  _d!rt; rt, it follows from the
dynamics of rt in Eq. (18) that
_rt  _d!rt; rt  k2rt  d!rt; rt






Summarizing the above, it follows from Eqs. (22), (33a), (36), and
(37) that 
r1t is bounded by
j
r1tj<Mr Mdk1 (38)
Note that rt can be decomposed into two components:
rt  r1t  r2 t (39)






























































_r1 t  12 _d!rt; rt  k2r1 t  12d!rt; rt
r1 0  r0  12d!r0; r0 (40a)
_r2t  12 _d!rt; rt k2r2 t  12d!rt; rt  
r1t
r2 0  12d!r0; r0 (40b)
It follows from Eq. (40a) that
r1t  12d!rt; rt  r0  d!r0; r0ek2t
(41)
It follows from Eqs. (38) and (40b), and Lemma 1 (see Appendix B)
that r2t  12 d!rt; rt
<Mr Mdk1k2 (42)
Equation (41), together with inequality (42), leads to





which proves relationship (26b).
It follows from the dynamics of rt in Eq. (18) that
_rt  k1rt  d  1!t sinrt  2!t
 1!rt sind!rt; rt  2!rt
 k1rt  d  
r2 t  
r3t

r2t  1!rt sinrt  2!rt
 1!rt sinrt  2!rt

r3t  1!rt sinrt  2!rt
 1!rt sind!rt; rt  2!rt (44)
where
j
r2tj  j1!t sinrt  2!t
 1!rt sinrt  2!rtj
	 j1!t sinrt  2!t  1!t sinrt
 2!rtj  j1!t sinrt  2!rt
 1!rt sinrt  2!rtj
	 j1!tjj sinrt  2!t
 sinrt  2!rtj  j1!t  1!rtj (45)
It follows from inequalities (22c) and (45) that
j
r2 tj< M12  1k!t  !rtk1; 8 t 
 0 (46)
Considering 
r3t in Eq. (44), it follows from Eq. (43) that
j
r3tj< j1!rtjjrt  d!rt; rtj< j1!rtj

r0  d!r0; r0ek2t Mr Mdk1k2
 (47)








 M12  1k!t  !rtk1
(48)
Note that rt can be decomposed into two components:
rt  r1t  r2 t (49)
where r1t and r2t are defined via


























 r0  dek1t (51)
To study the behavior of Eq. (50b), first consider the following scalar
linear time-varying system
_xt   k1xt  
t; x0  0 (52)
with
j
tj< Me k2t (53)
where k1, k2, and M are positive constants. For the system in Eq. (52)

























e k2t  e k1t (54)
It follows from inequalities (48) and (54) and Lemma 1 thatr2t  d2
<M1r jr0  d!r0; r0jk1  k2 ek2t  ek1t






Equation (51), along with inequalities (16) and (55), leads to
jrt  dj< r1t
which contradicts Eq. (35b). Therefore, relationship (30) holds.
Finally, it follows from inequalities (29) and (30) that relation-
ship (26a) holds over 0; 	u.









1  < 1   (56)
which contradicts Eq. (33b). Therefore, inequality (31) holds along
the system trajectories in Eq. (18) subject to conditions (24) for all
t 
 0. This completes the proof. □
Remark 1: [Conditions (24)]
1) Condition (24b) ensures that jftj< 1   so that sin1ft
is well-defined.
2) Condition (24c), along with the selection of design gains
k2 > k1 in condition (23a), ensures that the tracking performance
bound of rt  d decreases monotonically per the upper bound
given in Eq. (27a) for all t 
 0.
3) Since rt appears in the denominator of Eq. (18), rt needs
to be regulated to be bounded away from zero. Selection of d in
condition (25) helps to achieve this objective. Condition (24d)






























































B. Region of Attraction of the Closed-Loop Reference System
Let
~X 0   ~!0; ~0; ~0> ~!0  !r0  !0  !̂0  !0
~0  r0  d  0  d
~0  r0  d!r0; r0  0  d!̂0; 0
(57)



















FromEqs. (27a) and (58), it is possible to conclude that for the choice
of k1, k2, and Cs in Eq. (23), and the choice of d in Eq. (25), the
domain given by
r  f ~!0; ~0; ~0: k ~!0k1 < B ~!0 ; j ~0j< B ~0 ; j ~0j< B ~0g (59)
is the region of attraction of the reference system in Eq. (18) with
ultimate bound B. Decreasing k1 enlarges the region of attraction at









L1r 1  
4k1





L1r 1  
8M1r
< B ~0 (60b)
The two inequalities (60) will be used in Sec. IV.D to establish the
arbitrary closeness between the reference system in Eq. (18) and the
adaptive system to be presented next.
C. Adaptive System
Theorem 1 characterizes both the transient and the steady-state
performance of the reference system (18). In this section, it is shown
that the trajectories of the closed-loop adaptive system can stay
arbitrarily close to this reference system.
The closed-loop adaptive system, defined by application of the




t  _ t; 00









where !et is given in Eq. (9b). Note that !et, V̂tt, and  ̂tt are
all bounded signals.
D. Transient and Steady-State Performance
Let
~t  t  rt; ~t  t  rt (62)










_~t  k2t  rt  k2d!et; t  d!rt; rt
 Vtt cos tt   t  t  V̂tt cos ̂tt
  t  t=t  Vtt cos tt   t  rt
 Vrt cos rt   t  rt=rt (63b)
Next, consider boundedness of the signals that will be used in
establishing the stability of the closed-loop adaptive system in
Eq. (61). Since the function 1t is continuous, there exist finite




	 ek!et  !rtk1 (64a)
If jk1t  d=1!etj 	 1   and ~X 0 2 r, there exist finite
L1 and L2 such that
jd!et; t  d!rt; rtj< L1k!et  !rtk1
 L2jt  rtj; 8 t 
 0 (64b)
Further, if t 
 b, where b is a positive constant, there existfinite
constants ,M1 , andM2 such that for all t 
 0,2V̂tt ̂tt   rt  V̂tt  Vrtt




It is proved in Appendix F that when inequalities (64b) and (64c)
hold with finite constants L1, L2, , M1 , and M2 , the error
dynamics in Eq. (63) can be written as
_~t  k1 ~t t (65a)
_~t  k2 ~t t (65b)
where definitions of t and t follow from Eq. (63). In
Eq. (65), for all t 
 0,
jtj 	 1j ~tj  2j ~tj  3k!et  !rtk1 (66a)
jtj 	 4j ~tj  5j ~tj  6k!et  !rtk1 (66b)
where i for i 1; . . . ; 6 are positive constants chosen as
1 M1rL2
2 M1
3 M1r M1r2  1
4 M1
5 M2  k2L2






























































withM1 ,M1r , 1 , and 2 given in Eq. (22c); L1 and L2 given in
Eq. (64b); and ,M1 , andM2 given in Eq. (64c).
Let
al  k1  1  k1 ; al  k2  4  k2 (68)
where k1 and k2 are positive numbers. The following theorem states
the transient and steady-state performance of the adaptive system in
Eq. (61).
Theorem 2:Consider the closed-loop reference system in Eq. (18),
subject to conditions (23–25), and the closed-loop adaptive system in
Eq. (61). If the controller gains k1 and k2 and the adaptation gainc in
the estimator are chosen as
























and the initial values !e0, 0, and 0 comply with
k!e0  !0k1  k!̂0  !0k1 < B ~!0  0 (70a)
j0  dj  j0  dj< B ~0   (70b)
j0  d!e0; 0j  j0  d!̂0; 0j< B ~0   (70c)
one can have
k!e  !rkL1 	 0 (71a)
k rkL1 <  (71b)






  K  0 (72b)









and  and  are positive constants; i (for i 1; . . . ; 6) are given in
Eq. (67); al and al are given in Eq. (68); b > b > 0,B ~!0 ,B ~0 , and
B ~0 are given in Eq. (58); and c is given in Eq. (13).
Proof: It is straightforward to check that the selection of c in
Eq. (69b) ensures that the right-hand sides of inequalities (70) are
greater than 0 so that Eq. (70) holds (Appendix G). Inequality (71a)
follows from Eq. (12) immediately. Inequalities (71b) and (71c) will
be proved by contradiction.
Since t, rt, t, and rt are continuous and
j0  r0j  0 	 ; j0  r0j  0 	  (73)
if relationships (71b) and (71c) are not true, there exists 	 > 0 such
that
j	  r	j  ; or j	  r	j   (74)
while
k r	kL1 	 ; k  r	kL1 	  (75)
Here, k	kL1 denotes the truncated L1-norm, whose definition is
given in Equation (A1).
In the following, it is shown that jk1t  d=1!etj<
1   and t 
 b for t 2 0; 	. Considering jk1t  d=










L1r 1  
k1
 k1j1!etj













 e1  

0 < 1   (76)
where relationships (22c), (26a), (64a), (69b), (71), and (75) have
been used. Considering t, it follows from Eq. (75) that
rt   	 t 	 rt   8 t 2 0; 	 (77)
The initial conditions (70), together with Eq. (75), ensure that
~X 0 2 r. Thus, for the reference system rt 
 b subject to
Eqs. (23–25). It then follows from Eq. (77) and the selection of c in
Eq. (69b) that t 
 b for b > b > 0. Therefore, the finite
constantsL1,L2,,M1 , andM2 in Eq. (64) exist and Eqs. (65–68)
hold.
Next, consider Eq. (65a). It follows from Eqs. (65a) and (66a) and
Lemma 1 that
k ~	kL1 	
2k ~	kL1  30
al
(78)
Similarly, it follows from Eqs. (65b) and (66b), and Lemma 1 that
k ~	kL1 	
5k ~	kL1  60
al
(79)



























































































k ~	kL1 	 K0; k ~	kL1 	 K0 (83)
whereK andK are given in Eq. (72). Inequality (83), together with
the definitions of  and  in Eq. (72), implies that
k ~	kL1 < ; k ~	kL1 <  (84)
which contradicts Eq. (74). Hence, relationships (71b) and (71c)
must hold. This completes the proof. □
Remark 2: From Theorems 1 and 2, it is possible to conclude that
for the choice of k1, k2, Cs, and c in Eqs. (23) and (69), and the
choice of d in Eq. (25),
 f ~!0; ~0; ~0: k ~!0k1 < B ~!0  0; j ~0j< B ~0  ;
j ~0j< B ~0  g (85)
is the region of attraction of the adaptive system in Eq. (61) with the
ultimate bound B  .





> c=B ~!0 ensures that the right-hand side of













2K    L1  L2K  
B ~0  B
ensure that
B   < B ~0  
B  0K    L1  L2K  < B ~0  
(86)
which will be used in Sec. Vwhen analyzing the system’s stability in







L1e 1    e
ensures that k1t  d1!et
<1  






> cK  b  b helps to ensure that
t 
 b for all t 
 0.
V. Stability in the Presence of Out-of-Frame Events
In vision-based applications, continuous extraction of the target’s
information is often unavailable due to environmental factors,
limited field of view of the camera, or failure in the image-processing
module. These phenomena are commonly referred to as out-of-frame
events. The out-of-frame event cannot be avoided due to the
complexity of a real application scenario. The problems due to
temporary target loss need to be addressed explicitly.
For this purpose, the performance degradation of the closed-loop
system is studied, casting it into the framework of switching systems.
The switching system includes two subsystems, as shown in Fig. 2.
One subsystem corresponds to the case when the visual mea-
surements are available, and the other subsystem corresponds to
the situation when the visual measurements are not available. The
switching signal is the signal defining the out-of-frame event.
For the problem at hand, it is intuitive that stability of the
subsystem in the presence of an out-of-frame event cannot be
guaranteed. To characterize the stability of the closed-loop switched
system, following [5], the concept of brief instabilities is exploited to
model the out-of-frame events.
Define the tracking loss as a binary signal [3,5,24,25]:
st :
	
0 out-of-frame event at time t;
1 camera tracks the target at time t
(87)
Following [5], let Ts	; t denote the amount of time in the interval





1  st0 dt0
We say that the image-processing experiences brief target loss if
Ts	; t 	 T0  t  	 8 t 
 	 
 0 (88)
for some T0 
 0 and  2 0; 1. The scalar T0 is called the instability
bound and  is called the asymptotic instability ratio ([5], page 891).
Note that  provides an asymptotic upper bound on the ratio
Ts	; t=t 	 as t 	 ! 1.
A. Estimator in the Presence of Out-of-Frame Events
When the target is out of frame, there are no measurement for
xt  pxt; pyt>. In this case, the guidance law uses the latest
available estimate !̂t for the unknown parameters, treating it as
constant. That is, referring to Eq. (8), let _̂!t  0 when st  0.
Suppose that the measurements become available at time instant ti.
The initial state of x̂ti is then set as x̂ti  xti. The state estimator
and the update law in the presence of target loss become as shown
next:
1) The state estimator is





~xt  x̂t  xt
(89)
where st is defined in Eq. (87).
2) The update law is
_̂!t  c Proj!̂t;stP> ~xt (90)
The low-pass filter in Eq. (10) and the extraction of unknown
parameters in Eq. (11) remain the same.
B. Controller in the Presence of Out-of-Frame Events
In the controller design, note that the signals related to visual
measurements become unavailable in the presence of target loss.
Considering Eq. (17), these signals include t, t, and
d!et; t, which are therefore kept frozen during the out-of-
frame time interval. In the presence of an out-of-frame event, the
controller in Eq. (17) operates with frozen estimates:8<
:
_ t  Vgt cos  Vt cos  t t 





1 Vt;  t






































































where Vt is a constant, frozen from pervious estimate V̂tt;  t is a
constant, frozen from pervious estimate  ̂tt;  is a constant, frozen
from pervious quantity t;  is a constant, frozen from pervious
quantity t; and d is a constant, frozen from pervious quantity
d!et; t.
C. Stability of Subsystems
There are two subsystems. One subsystem corresponds to the case
when the visual measurements are available, referred to as G1
hereafter. The other subsystem, G2, corresponds to case of the out-of-
frame event. The subsystemG1 is achieved by applying the controller
in Eq. (17) to the plant in Eq. (1), using estimates in Eqs. (7–11) that
are obtained from continuous visual measurements. The subsystem
G2 is achieved via application of the controller in Eq. (91) to the plant,
where signals related to visual measurements are kept frozen. These
two subsystems are listed below:
Subsystem G1:8>>>>><
>>>>>:
_t  1Vtt;  t sint  2Vtt;  t
_t   Vgt cos tVtt cos tt tt
t
 Vgt cos tV̂tt cos ̂tt tt
t
 k2t  d!et; t
(92)
where V̂tt and  ̂tt are obtained through Eqs. (7–11).
Subsystem G2:8>>><
>>>:
_t  1Vtt;  t sint  2Vtt;  t
_t   Vgt cos tVtt cos tt tt
t
 Vgt cos  Vt cos  t t 

 k2   d
(93)
where Vt,  t, , , and d are given in Eq. (91).
Considering G1, it has been shown in Theorems 1 and 2 that upon
proper selection of the controller gains k1 and k2 per Eq. (69a) and the
adaptation gainc per Eq. (69b), for ~X 0 2 , the closed-loop system
G1 can be designed to be arbitrarily close to the bounded reference
system in Eq. (18). Let us consider limt!1jt  dj. It follows
from Eqs. (27a) and (71b) that
lim
t!1
jt  dj 	 lim
t!1
jt  rtj  lim
t!1





jt  d!et; tj
 lim
t!1
jt  rt  rt  d!rt; rtj
 lim
t!1
jd!rt; rt  d!et; tj
<   B  L10  L2
 B  0K    L1  L2K   (95)
where relationships (27b), (64b), and (71c) have been used. Consider
the following candidate Lyapunov function:
Vt  t  d
2
2




It follows from Eqs. (94) and (95) that for ~X 0 2  and t 
 b,
there exist 1 > 0 and 1 > 0 such that







fB  0K    L1  L2K  g2
2
(97b)
Considering G2, it follows from Eqs. (2) and (93) that _t is
bounded. The frozen estimates Vtt and  tt are also bounded,
leading to boundedness of _t in Eq. (93) for t 
 b. Hence, for
all ~X 0 2  and t 
 b, there exist positive constantsMs1 andMs2
such that
j _t  _d!et; tj 	 Ms1 ; j _tj 	 Ms2 (98)
Using the same candidate Lyapunov function in Eq. (96), one can
have
_Vt  t  d _t  t  d!et; t
  _t  _d!et; t
	 Ms1 jt  dj Ms2 jt  d!et; tj




























D. Stability of the Closed-Loop Switched System




















where b > 0 is a small positive constant. If Vt> Vb,
_Vt 	
	
0Vt; 0  1  1=Vb; subsystem G1
Vt;  2  2=Vb; subsystem G2
(102)
The next theorem establishes the stability of the closed-loop
switched system consisting of the two subsystems G1 and G2.
Theorem 3: Assume that the switched system consisting of
Eqs. (92) and (93) has brief instability with instability bound T0 and
asymptotic instability ratio  that satisfy












































































0< b < V  1=1 (105)
with V  B ~0  2  B ~0  2=2 defined via B ~0 and B ~0
given in Eq. (58) and  and  given in Eq. (72). Then the switched
system consisting of subsystems G1 and G2 is uniformly ultimately
bounded with the ultimate bound given by e0T0Vb for all initial
conditions verifying ~X 0 2 , where  is given in Eq. (85).
Proof: First, note that condition (86) ensures that 1=1 < V so
that the choice of b in Eq. (105) is valid. It follows from Eqs. (104)
and (105) that Vb < V and, as a result, the right-hand side of
Eq. (103b) is greater than 0 so that Eq. (103b) is valid. Second, it is
shown by contradiction that the trajectory of the switched system
remains inside the region of attraction if it starts inside. Then the
corresponding ultimate bound is quantified.
Since V0 2  and Vt is piecewise-continuous along the
trajectory of the switched system consisting ofG1 andG2, ifVt does
not remain inside  for all t 
 0, there exists 	u > 0 such that
Vt 	 V; t 2 0; 	u (106a)
V	u  V (106b)





















where b is a positive constant. It then follows from
inequalities (106a) and (108) that Eqs. (97) and (100) hold.
Therefore, for the Vb in Eq. (104) subject to Eq. (105), one can have
Vt 	 e0t	TpTpV	
	 e0t	0T0t	V	  e0T000t	V	
 e0T0t	V	 (109)
Fig. 3 Proving Lyapunov stability.






















a) Relative 2D distance


































b) Estimation of target velocity










c) Switching signal (10% of a 2-second period)




















































































 0  0   (110)
It is clear that assumption (103a) ensures that > 0. Next, it is shown
that Vt is upper-bounded by e0T0Vb over 0; 	u.
From Eq. (109), for any V	 
 Vb, Vt 	 e0T0t	V	,
for 	 	 t 	 	u. Suppose that at time instant t1 2 	; 	u,
Vt1 	 e0T0t1	V	 	 e0T0Vb
Then, for any 	 	 t1 	 t2 	 	u,
Vt2 	 e0T0t2	V	  e0T0t1	V	et2t1
	 e0T0Vbet2t1 	 e0T0Vb (111)
Hence, if V	 
 Vb for any 	 2 0; 	u, then Vt is ultimately
upper-bounded by e0T0Vb for t 2 	; 	u. In summary,
Vt 	 e0T0Vb, for t 2 0; 	u. Since relationships (103b) and
(105) ensure that e0T0Vb < V, then
Vt 	 e0T0Vb < V; 8 t 2 0; 	u (112)
which contradicts Eq. (106b). Therefore, the trajectory of the
switched system remains inside  for all V0 2 . This is
illustrated in Fig. 3.
Therefore, Vt 2  (8 t 
 0) for any V0 2 . Hence,
inequalities (107–112) hold for all t 
 0 and the switched system
is uniformly ultimately bounded by e0T0Vb over . This
completes the proof. □
Remark 4: Recall that the adaptive system in Eq. (61) has only
local stability for all ~X 0 2 . The two inequalities (103), by
restricting T0 and  with respect to , ensure that the system
trajectory does not leave  when out-of-frame events happen.
Otherwise, it is not guaranteed that the controller forG1 will bring the
system trajectory back to  even when the visual measurements
become available.
Remark 5: From Eqs. (103a) and (110), it can be seen that smaller
 leads to larger  and, as a result, smaller e0T0t	V	.
Therefore, in the presence of out-of-frame events, the tracking
performance bound is upper-bounded by an exponentially growing
term, with the exponent being proportional to , so that the system
has no finite escape time.
Remark 6: For T0  0 the tradeoff between the tracking
performance (represented by Vb) and the ability to handle out-of-
frame events (represented by ) is illustrated. Recall that  is the
upper bound on the instability ratio defined in Eq. (103a), where 0
























Vb increases) fVb decreases)  increases (116)






















a) Relative 2D distance


































b) Estimation of target velocity










c) Switching signal (20% of a 2-second period)









































































































a) Relative 2D distance
















Estimate of V t(t)





















b) Estimation of target velocity









c) Switching signal (30% of a 2-second period)





















Fig. 6 Tracking performance of Eq. (117a) in the presence of an out-of-frame event: 30% of every 2 s.






















a) Relative 2D distance
































b) Estimation of target velocity










c) Switching signal (10% of a 2-second period)
















































































From Eqs. (113–116), it shows that a less restrictive requirement on
the tracking performance allows for a larger instability ratio.
VI. Simulations
As illustrative examples, vision-based estimation and guidance
law are implemented when the target is assumed to undergo the
following two different motion dynamics:























The initial conditions, estimation parameters, and control parameters
are selected as follows:
1) Initial conditions are ht  100, d  30, 0  10,
0  =6, Vgt  30, and  0  =6.
2) Estimation parameters are Am I22, P 12 I22,
c  2  106, c 5, and !̂0  0:1; 0:1.
3) Control parameters are k1  3 and k2  30.
All quantities conform to a given unit system: for instance, meter,
meters per second, etc.
In the simulations, a flat terrain is assumed. Accordingly, instead
of applying Eq. (3), the target position is computed via triangulation
using the measured relative altitude ht (obtained from geolocating
the target) and the measured target center ut; vt> (extracted by
the onboard image-processing algorithm). These measurements are
simulated by corrupting their true values according to
8>><
>>:












where randn() denotes the MATLAB function that generates
normally distributed random numbers. Note that htmeasure is not
constant, since randn() outputs a new value at every sample time.
Figures 4–6 show the tracking performance of the switched system
when the out-of-frame signal is at 10, 20, and 30% of every 2 s time
interval for the target’s velocity given in Eq. (117a). Figure 4a
shows the regulation of the 2-D horizontal range. Figure 4b shows
estimation of the ground target’s velocity and orientation. Figure 4c
gives the switching signal, where the out-of-frame signal st is at
10% of every 2 s time interval. Figure 4d plots the 2-D trajectories of
the UAVand the target, where the thin lines connecting the UAVand
the target indicate the corresponding positions of these two agents at
some time instances, for illustration.
Figures 7–9 show another set of simulation for the target’s velocity
in Eq. (117b) using the same design. It can be observed from Figs. 4–
9 that the tracking objective is achieved. The system performance
degrades as the out-of-frame duration increases.
Using motion (117b) as an example, Fig. 10 illustrates how the
tracking performancewould be affected by different selections of the
controller gains, without either measurement noise or out-of-frame
event. In Fig. 10a, the controller gain k1 is selected to be 1, 3, and 10,
respectively, and k2 is fixed to be k2  30. It can be observed from
Eq. (26) that k1 should largely affect the transient speed of t
approaching d, which is demonstrated by the simulation. Clearly,
increasing k1 results in faster tracking. Similarly, the effect of the
controller gain k2 on the tracking performance is given in Fig. 10b,
where k2 is chosen to be 10, 30, and 100, respectively, and k1 stays
fixed. It can be observed that increasing k2 reduces the tracking error,






















a) Relative 2D distance
































b) Estimation of target velocity










c) Switching signal (20% of a 2-second period)

















































































which is consistent with the tracking performance bound derived in
Eq. (26), since k2 appears in the denominator of the final tracking
bound B.
Usingmotion (117b) as an example, Figs. 11 and 12 illustrate how
the estimation performancewould be affected by different selections
of estimation gains, without either measurement noise or out-of-
frame event. In Fig. 11, the adaptation gain c is selected to be
2  102, 2  104, and 2  106, respectively, and c in Cs is fixed to
be c 5. In Fig. 12, c is selected to be 1, 5, and 50, respectively,
and c is fixed to be c  2  106. It can be observed from Figs. 11
and 12 that increasing either c or c improves the estimation
performance.
VII. Conclusions
This paper discusses vision-based target tracking of a ground
vehicle moving with unknown time-varying velocity. The control
objective is to regulate the two-dimensional horizontal range
between the unmanned aerial vehicle and the target to a constant. An
adaptive guidance law is developed that involves a fast-estimation






















a) Relative 2D distance
































b) Estimation of target velocity









c) Switching signal (30% of a 2-second period)



















Fig. 9 Tracking performance of Eq. (117b) in the presence of an out-of-frame event: 30% of every 2 s.
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scheme and an inverse-kinematic-based guidance law. The tracking
performance bound is explicitly derived as a function of the
estimation error. The paper also analyzes the stability and the
performance degradation of the closed-loop adaptive system in the
presence of out-of-frame events, modeled as brief instabilities. A
sufficient condition for the switching signal is derived that guarantees
graceful degradation of tracking performance during target loss.
In summary, the paper has complete performance and robustness
analysis of the vision-based target tracking in the presence of out-of-
frame events.
Appendix A: Basic Definitions
Some basic definitions from linear systems theory are reviewed
below.
Definition 1: For a signal t (t 
 0 and t 2 Rn), its truncated
















where it is the ith component of t.
Definition 2: The L1-norm of a stable proper single-input/single-





where ht is the impulse response of Hs.
Definition 3: For an asymptotically stable and proper m-input/n-






where Hijs is the ith row and jth column entry of Hs.
Appendix B: Lemma 1
Lemma 1: Consider a linear time-varying system:
_xt  atxt  %t  bt; x0  0 (B1)
where
j%tj 	 a0jxtj; 0< al 	 at  a0 	 au; jbtj 	 b
(B2)





Proof: Since x0  0 and xt is continuous, if Eq. (B3) is not
true, there exists 	 






x	   b
al
(B5a)














a) Γ c = 2 ×10
2 b) Γ c = 2 ×10
4 c) Γ c = 2 ×10
6




























Fig. 11 Estimation performance vs adaptation gain c.














a) c = 1 b) c = 5 c) c = 50



























































































It follows from Eqs. (B2) and (B4a) that
_x	  a	x	  %	  b	 	 b
al
a	  a0  b
	 b
al
al  b 	 0 (B6)
which implies _x	 	 0 and further contradicts Eq. (B4b). Similarly,
it follows from Eqs. (B2) and (B4a) that
_x	  a	x	  %	  b	 
 b
al







which implies _x	 
 0 and further contradicts Eq. (B5b). Therefore,
inequality (B3) must be true. □
Appendix C: About Initial Conditions
First, the choice of k2 in Eq. (23a) leads to
Mr Mdk1M1r=k1k2< L1r1  =8k1
























Third, inequality (24a) ensures that
M12  1k!̂0  !0k1=k1 < L1r 1  =4k1
Thus, B0 < L1r 1  =2k1 and the right-hand side of
inequality (24b) is greater than L1r 1  =2k1.
Appendix D: Derivation of r1t
It is shown in this section that inequality (28) holds under
conditions (23a) and (24c). Let




~0  r0  d
~0  r0  d!r0; r0 (D1)














ek2t  ek1t  M1r j ~0j  k1j ~0jek1t (D2)
It follows from Eqs. (23a), (24c), and (D2) that _gt< 0 for all t 
 0.




decreases monotonically for all t 
 0. Therefore, it follows from
Eq. (27a) that
r1t  gt 
M12  1
k1




k!0  !̂0k1  B
 jr0  dj  B0  r1 (D3)
Thus, relationship (28) holds under Eqs. (23a) and (24c).
Appendix E: Choice of d
The choice of d in Eq. (25) says that d needs to be selected to
satisfy
d 
 r1  b  jr0  dj  B0  b (E1)
1) If r0 
 d, choosing d 
 r0  B0  b=2 leads to
Eq. (E1) directly.
2) If r0< d, it follows from Eq. (24d) that
B0  b < r0 ) d  r0  B0  b < d
) jd  r0j  B0  b < d (E2)
Thus, Eq. (E1) holds.
Appendix F: Derivation of t andt
Suppose there exist finite constants L1,L2,,M1 , andM2 such
that Eqs. (64b) and (64c) hold. Consider Eq. (63a) and rewrite it as




1t  1!tsint  2!t  sinrt  2!t
2t  1!rt sind!rt; rt  2!rt
 1!et sind!et; t  2!et (F2)
One can have
j1 tj M1 jt  rtj
j2 tj  j1!rt sind!rt; rt  2!rt
 1!rt sind!et; t  2!et
 1!rt sind!et; t  2!et
 1!et sind!et; t  2!etj
	 M1rjd!et; t  d!rt; rtj
 M1r2  1k!et  !rtk1
	 M1rL2jt  rtj  M1rL1 M1r2  1 
 k!et  !rtk1 (F3)
where M1 , M1r, 1 , 2 , L1, and L2 are given in Eqs. (22c) and
(64), respectively. From the above, inequality (66a) holds by
choosing i (for i 1, 2, 3) as
1 M1rL2; 2 M1 ; 3 M1r M1r2  1
(F4)
Next, consider Eq. (63b) and rewrite it to be


































































V̂tt cos ̂tt   t  t
t
 Vrt cos rt   t  rt
rt
2t 
Vtt cos tt   t  t
t





V̂tt cos ̂tt  t t
t
 V̂tt cos rt  t rt
t
 V̂ttcos rt  t rt
t
Vrtcos rt  t rt
rt
 V̂tt
t cos ̂tt  t t  cos rt  t rt














 sin ̂tt  rt t  rt
 V̂tt
trt
















tcos tt  t rt
 1
rt











Vttcos tt  t rt
trt
rt  t (F8)
it follows from Eq. (22c) that
jtj  j1t 2t 3tj
	 2 V̂tt
t j ̂tt   rtj  jt  rtj
 V̂tt
trt
jt  rtj 
1
t jV̂tt  Vrtj
 2Vtt




 k2L1k!et  !rtk1  k2L2jt  rtj
	 2V̂tt  Vtt







jt  rtj 
1
t 2V̂ttj ̂tt
  rtj  jV̂tt  Vrtj  k2L1k!et  !rtk1 (F9)
It follows from Eqs. (64) and (F9) that there exist finite constants i
(for i 3, 4, 5), chosen as
4 M1 ; 5 M2  k2L2; 6    k2L1 (F10)
such that inequality (66b) holds.
Appendix G: About B ~!0  0
The choice ofc in Eq. (69b) leads toB ~!0  0 > 0 directly. Thus,
the right-hand side of Eq. (70a) is greater than 0. It follows from










) B ~0  K  
c
c
p > 0) B ~0   > 0
Thus, the right-hand side of Eq. (70b) is greater than 0. Similarly, it
can be shown that the right-hand side of Eq. (70c) is greater than 0.
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